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INTRODUCTION 
In [26] Suslin and Kopeiko proved that for a general commutative ring R, 
whose characteristic is different from two, any quadratic space q over 
R [T, ,..., T,,], with Witt (4) > dim R + 1, where “bar” denotes “modulo 
(T, ,..., T,),” and which is stably extended from R, is actually extended from 
R. We seek to improve on this result when R is regular. Surprisingly we do 
not have to take recourse to the Suslin-Kopeiko theorem. We are able to 
prove: 
(1) If R is an equicharacteristic r#r?&ete regular local ring, we only 
need Witt(q) > 1 to conclude that q is extended (Theorem 1.1). 
(2) If dim R = 2, and q is a quadratic R[ T, ,..., T,,]-space with 
Witt(q) > 2, then q is extended (Theorem 3.1). 
(3) If dim R = 3, and q is a quadratic R[T, ,..., T,]-space with 
Witt(q) > 3, then q is extended (Theorem 4.1). 
(4) IfR is a regular ring of essentially finite type over an infinite field 
k of dimension d > 1, and q is a quadratic R [T, ,..., T,,]-space with 
Witt(q) > d, then q is extended (Corollary 5.4). 
Using Quillen’s localisation principle, and Parimala’s quadratic analogue 
of Horrock’s theorem, we are able to reduce easily to the case R local, n = 1, 
and to study q @ R(T), where R(T) denotes the localisation of R (T] at the 
multiplicatively closed set of monies in R [ T]. q @ R(T) is treated as a triple 
(q 0 R(T),,/3, q @ R&j), p E O(q @ (R(+))J, where R(+) denotes the (s)- 
adic completion of R(T) for some suitable s E R. Sufficient Witt Index 
condition enables us to conclude (Lemma 2.2) that O(q 0 (R(+)),) = 
EO(q,, h) O(h”), where 4= q1 i h”, n > max( 1, dim R}. We then use “EO- 
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analogues” of results of Vorst and Suslin (see [28, Lemma 2.31 and [ 25. 
Lemma 3.31) to show that we may assume /I E O(h”) (Proposition 2.1). 
Thus, q 0 R(T) r q1 I q2 with q2 = (IH(R(T):), P, I-i(~(&)). 
In case (1) and (2) above we interpret q2 as an element of the Ctale 
cohomology set H’(Spec R(T), SO,,), n = 1,2, respectively. We then show it 
is trivial. The proof works in small dimensions as the spin representation 
gives canonical isomorphisms of Spin,, for small values of r, via 
Spin, 5 SL, x SL,, and Spin, z SL,, 
In case (3) above we prove q2 is hyperbolic by patching techniques via 
Lindel subrings, enabling us to reduce to arguments as in the vector bundle 
case. 
1. PATCHING TECHNIQUES 
(A) Patching Diagrams 
Let f: B --t A be a homomorphism of rings and let s be an element of B 
such that 
(i) s is a non-zero-divisor in B, 
(ii) f(s) is a non-zero-divisor in A, 
(iii) f induces an isomorphism B/sA 2 A/f(s)A. 
The commutative diagram 
B&A 
I i 
B++A, 
(1.1) 
resulting from a situation as above will be called a patching diagram. 
The conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that f induces an isomorphism B/s”B + 
A/“(s)“A for all n. This fact, together with (i) and (ii), implies that the 
diagram (1.1) is Cartesian (i.e., B is the libre product of B, and A over A,). 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let s and t be the elements of a ring B such that 
Bs f Bt = B. Assume s is a non-zero-divisor in B. Then the diagram 
B - B, 
is a patching diagram. 
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(2) Let B a noetherian ring and s a non-zero-divisor in B. Let i 
denote the (s)-adic completion of B. Then 
s ” 
B-B 
is a patching diagram. 
(3) Let B = k[ [ T, ,..., TPP,]][rP] and A =k[[T,,..., r,]j, where k is a 
field. Letfbe an element of B which is a distinguished manic in T,, i.e., it is 
a manic in T, with its lower-degree coefficients belonging to the maximal 
idea1 of k[ [T, ,..., T,- ,I]. Then 
B-A 
I I 
B-A .f J 
is a patching diagram. 
(4) Let (R, m) be a local ring. A manic polynomial fE R [T] is called 
a Weierstrass polynomial if f = T” + a, T”- ’ + 1.. + a,, ai E m for 
i = 1, 2,..., n. Let fE R [TJ be a Weierstrass polynomial. Then we have a 
patching diagram: - 
R[Tl - 
R;T],- R 
Proof: Undoubtedly, we do have an inclusion map R[ T] 4 R[ TIC,,,,. 
Since f is manic, R[T]/(f(T)) is semi-local, and any maxima1 ideal n of it 
“sits” over m. But since f(T) E n, TE n, and so n = (m, T). Thus 
R [ T]/(f(T)) is local, and so 
(5) Let R(T) denote the localisation of R[T] at the multiplicatively 
closed set of all monies in R[T]. 
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Suppose we have a patching diagram (1.1). Then we have a patching 
diagram : 
B(T) -5 A(T) 
Proof For any ring R, R(T)/(s)5 [R/(s)](T). 
(B) Patching of Quadratic Modules 
Consider the patching diagram (1.1). Given a triple ((Q,, q,), u, (Q,, qJ), 
where (Q,, q,) and (Q2, q2) are quadratic spaces over B, and A, respectively, 
and u: (qJS -+ q1 @ A, is an isometry of quadratic spaces over As, form the 
fibre product M = M(Ql, 0, Qd = {(q,, q2) E Q, x Q2 I 1 0 q1 = @q2/l)i. 
Then: (1) M, with its obvious B-module structure, is finitely generated and 
projective; 
(2) M, with its obvious quadratic form, is a quadratic B-space; with 
moreover 
(3) the projections from M induce isomorphisms M, -+ (Q,, q,) and 
A @&M-t (Q,, qd; 
(4) if (Q, q) is a quadratic B-space and cr denotes the standard 
isomorphism (A Be Q), + A, BBS Q,, then (Q, q) is canonically isomorphic 
to WQ,, 0, A Oe Q,. 
For proofs of these results see [ 151 or [ 241. 
If (Q, q) is a quadratic B-space, we shall identify the AS-quadratic spaces 
(A Og Q), and A, me, Q, with A, Be Q. Let (P,p) be another quadratic B- 
space, and suppose that there are isomorphisms a: Q, --) P, and p: A OR Q --$ 
A Og P. If a and /? “agree” over A,, i.e., 1 @ a = /I,, then a and /I can be 
“patched” to get an isomorphism Q + P. More generally, if the 
automorphism (1 @ a)/3;’ of A, Og P can be factorised as (1 @ o,)(uJS 
with u, and u2 suitable orthogonal transformations of P, and A as P, respec- 
tively, then P and Q are isomorphic. To see this it is enough to replace a 
(resp. p) by u;‘a (resp. a,@, reducing to the earlier situation. 
(C) Extendability of Quadratic Spaces in the Complete 
Equicharacteristic Regular Local Ring Case 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a complete equicharacteristic regular local ring. 
Then every quadratic space q over A[T, ,..., T,] with Witt(q) > 1, where 
“bar” denotes “modulo(T, ,..., T,,),” is extended from A. 
We shall need the following well-known lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.2 [29, THEOREM 21. Let R be a commutative ring, which is I- 
adic complete. Let q and q’ be two quadratic spaces over R. If q @ RfI and 
q’ @R/I are isometric, then q and q’ are isometric. 
Remark. Any quadratic space q over A[ [Xi,..., X,]] is extended from 
q/(X, 9***, X,) over A. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let dim A = m. By Cohen’s structure theorem 
A r k[[Z,,..., &,I], where k is the residue field of A. We prove that q 
extends from k by induction on m. For m = 0, this result is due to Ojanguren 
(see [ 141). 
Let K = quotient field of A. Then, by the above theorem of Ojanguren, 
q 0 K[ T, ,..., T,] is extended from K. Hence there exists fE k[ [Z, ,..., Z,]] 
such that qf is extended from A,. But then q, extends from 4fr (& over A,. 
By Lemma 1.2, S is extended from k. Hence qr is extended from 
M//(Z, 7***, Z,)) over k. Identify qf with q/(Z, ,..., Z,) @ Af[ T, ,.,., T,,]. 
By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem [5, Section 3.81 we know thatfis 
a product of a unit and a distinguished polynomial in Z,. We may safely 
assume that f is a distinguished polynomial in Z,. 
Let B=k[[Z,,...,Z,-,ll[Z,,T,,...,T,l and A’ = k[ [Z, ,..., Z,]] 
[T , ,--., T,,]. Consider the patching diagram: 
B -A’ 
I I 
B ----+A’ f f 
Take the given quadratic module q over A’, and take the extension q, of 
cf/@, ,***, Z,) to Bf. Then there is a natural isomorphism u between q1 OB,A; 
and q@ A;. If g= M(q,, u, q), then, clearly, Witt(q/(Z, ,..., Z,, 
T , ,..., T,)) 3 1. 
By induction, q extends from k. Since 40 A’ r q, q extends from k. 
(0) Regular Rings of Essentially Finite Type over k 
DEFINITION. We call a ring R of essentially fmite type over a field k if 
R = S- ‘C, where S is a multiplicatively closed subset of C and C is a 
finitely generated k-algebra. 
DEFINITION. Let k be a field. By a regular k-spot we mean a localization 
C, of a finitely generated k-algebra C at a regular prime p E Spec C. 
The following theorem of Lindel (9, Proposition 21 analyses regular k- 
spots over a perfect field k. 
PROPOSITION (LINDEL). Let R be a regular k-spot, where k is a perfect 
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field. Assume krull dimension R > 1. Then there exists a function field K 2 k, 
and a regular K-spot R’ such that 
(9 R’ 2 KP’,,-., Xnl~rp(X,),X2,...,X.), whereVW,> E W, 1 is an 
irreducible manic. 
(ii) The canonical homomorphism R’/R’h 2 RfRh is an isomorphism. 
Remark. If R has infinite residue field, then K is an infinite field. 
In [ 151, Ojanguren observed that a geometric version of this theorem 
already existed due to Mumford (see [ 11, pp. 376-3791). He further shows 
that one could deduce the above from it. In addition, he points out that given 
any element h’ E R, one could choose R’ above so that in (ii) one had 
R’/R’hr RIRh for some associate h of h’ in R. One can deduce an 
algebraic proof of this sharper version from [ 13, Theorem 2.81. 
We also recollect Quillen’s localisation principle (see [ 17, 4.15.41 and [3, 
Lemma 2.51 together with Remark 1.8 and Example 2.2). 
Let R be a commutative ring and q a quadratic space over R [X, ,..., X,]. 
Then q is extended from R if and only ifq OR R,[X, ,..., X,] is extendedfrom 
R, for every maximal ideal m of R. 
Arguing like Lindel (see [9] and [lo]), the following proposition is 
probably well known to the experts. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a regular k-spot. Let q be a quadratic 
R [T, >..., T,, ]-space. Assume: 
(i) Witt(q) > 1, where “bar” denotes “modulo(T, ,..., T,,).” 
(ii) q is extended from k. 
Then q is extended from k. In particular, $4 is hyperbolic, then q itself is 
hyperbolic. 
Since the result is crucial to our argument, and has not been explicitly 
recorded elsewhere, we sketch a proof below for completeness. 
Proof: One can reduce the problem to the case when the ground field k,is 
perfect as follows: 
Let k, be the prime subfield of k. If k is not perfect then tr. degk, k > 1. 
Let R = (k[X, ,..., X,]/Z),, for some p E Spec(k[X, ,..., X,]). Let p = (f, ,..., f,), 
Z=(g i,...,gq). By the argument of Swan (see [lo]), there exists a function 
field k’ of k, contained in k and a regular k’-spot R’ containing f,,...,f,, 
g, ,..., gq, such that 
(1) R’ = @‘IX, 3-e.T -W~),f,,...,,, c=+ R 
(2) q extends from R ’ [ T, ,..., T,], 
(3) tr. degkO k’ > 1. 
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Since k’ is a function field of k,, R’ is a k,-spot also. Due to (l), by 
Noether’s Normalisation Lemma, dim A ’ = dim R. In view of (3), R ’ has 
infinite residue field. 
By (2), we may assume that k is perfect. 
Let 4= (ql I h) Ok R, where q1 is some quadratic k-space, and h is the 
usual hyperbolic space. 
We prove the result by induction on dim R. If dim R = 0, it is due to 
Ojanguren (see [ 141). Assume d = dim R > 1, and fix R’, h as in Lindel’s 
theorem. 
Now dim R, < d, and so Quillen’s localisation principle and induction, qh 
is extended from k. Clearly, q,, extends from q, 1. h. Identify qh with 
(411 h) O,cR,,[T~,..., T,,l. 
Consider the patching diagram: 
R’[T,,..., T,] - R[T, ,...> T,] 
R;[T, ,..., T,,l -RhlT,,..., T,] 
Take q over R [ T, ,..., T,,] and (ql 1 h)@,Rj,[T ,,..., T,] over R;[T, ,..., T,,J, 
and patch them via the natural isomorphism u between them over 
R,,lT, ,..., T,,]. This ensures that the “patched” quadratic space q* over 
R ’ [T, ,..., T,,l has 4* extended from k; in fact, from q, i h; and so has 
Witt(g*) > 1. If we can show that q* is extended from k, then automatically 
it follows that q is extended from k. We have thus reduced to the case when 
R = K[Z, ,..., Zdlm, where m = (dz,), &,..., ZJ. 
Consider the patching diagram: Let m’ denote (o(Z,), Z*,..., Z,- ,) and R’ 
denote K[Z, ,..., Z,- ,I,,,, below: 
R’[Z,, T, ,..., T,] - R[T,,..., T,] 
R’ [Z; ‘, T, ,..., T,] - RzJT, ,.--y T,J 
By induction on the dimension via Quillen’s localisation principle, qz, is 
extended from RZd; hence from q1 -L h over k. Identify q2, with (q, I h) Ok 
R,& ,..., T,l. 
Take q over R[T,,..., T,,] and (q, I h) @ R’IZ:‘, T ,,..., T,) over 
R ’ [Z; ‘, T, ,..., T,]; and patch them via the natural isomorphism u over 
R, [T, ,..., 
R’t& T 
T,,]. This ensures that the patched quadratic space q* over 
, ,..., T,] has Q* extended from q, 1 h, where “bar” denotes 
“modulo(Zd, T, ,..., T,).” 
By induction, q* is extended from k. Hence q is extended from k. 
An application of Quillen’s localisation principle yields: 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be a regular ring of essentially finite type over k. 
Let q be a quadratic R [T, ,..., T,,]-space with 
(1) Wittq> 1. 
(2) q extended from k. 
Then q is extended from k. 
2. REMARKS ON EO(Q, P) 
In this paper all rings R are assumed commutative and with 112 E R. All 
projective R-modules considered are either assumed or have been proved to 
be free. 
Let (Q, q) be a quadratic space over R of rank m, and let (N, q 1 h”) = 
Q I lH(P). Here h denotes the hyperbolic space ( y A ), and h” denotes the 
orthogonal sum of n copies of h. In [ 23, pp. 29&29 1 ] the following elements 
of the group O,(q I h”) were defined: 
Let B denote the bilinear form on Q. We have the isomorphism 
d,: Q + Q* given by d&)(w) = B(z, w) for z, w E Q. Let a E Hom(Q, P) 
and consider a* E Hom(P*, Q) defined by a* = d; ’ 0 ‘a. Define 
E, E O(q -L h”) as follows: 
E,(z) = z + a(z) for z E Q 
E,(x) =x for xE P 
E,(f) = -a*(f) -b*(f) +f for fE P*. 
Similarly, given p E Hom(Q, P*), let p* E Hom(P, Q) be defined as the 
compositePFP**+‘oQ* +dZ’ Q. Define E,* E O(q I h”) as follows: 
E$ (z) = z - B(z) for zEQ 
E$(x) =x -/3*(x) - f/?/?*(x) for xEP 
E,*(f) =f for fEP*. 
Let EO,(Q, P), or more loosely, EO,(q, h”), denote the subgroup of 
O(q I h”) generated by E, and E,*, for a E Hom(Q, P), /I E Hom(Q, P*). It 
is easily verified that E,+,,=E, o E,,, E,*,,,=E,* o E,*,, for a, a’ E 
Hom(Q, P), A@’ E Hom(Q, P*). If we denote by E(a) an element of the 
form E, or E$, then E(a + a’) = E(a) E(a’), where in this equality we take 
it to be understood that both sides have the same type of transformations E, 
or E$, respectively. 
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Since Q, P, P* are free, a E Hom(Q, P) and /3 E Hom(Q, P*) may be 
regarded as (m x n)-matrices over R. 
With these remarks, one can argue as in Vorst (see [28, Lemma 2.31) and 
Suslin [25, Lemma 3.31 to prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B c A, s E B a non-nilpotent such that 
As + B = A. Let (Q, q) be a quadratic space over B. Suppose that there 
exists a subring k of B, which is a retract of B, such that 
(1) Witt(q@k)=n>l. Letq@k=q,Ih”. 
(2) q Oe B, is extended from q 0 k. 
(3) q Be A is extended from q @ k. 
Then for every a E EO,,(q, 0 A,, h”) there exists a ,b E EO,Jq, @B, h”) 
andayEO(q@A)suchthata=/$;,. 
Moreover, we can write the decomposition a = By, in several ways. In fact, 
there exists an integer m, such that for any integer M > m,, one can choose 
y z Id (mod(?‘)). 
Proof. First a few lemmata: 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Let (Q,, ql) = (Q, q) 1 IH(P) be a quadratic A-space. 
Then the subgroup H = (a E EO,,,,(q @ A[X], h”) 1 a(0) = Id} of 
EO,,,,(q @ A[X], h”) is generated by elements of the type yE(Xa) y- ‘, with 
a E wn,n(A Fm m = rank Q, and y E EO,(q, h”) (regarded as an element of 
EO,,x,(q @A [Xl, h”)). 
Proof: Let a = n;=, E(a,J, ak E M,,,(A [Xl). Therefore, a(0) = 
ni=, E(a,(O)) = Id. Let y, = l-Ii=, E(a,(O)) for 1 < I< r. Hence y, = 
E(a ,(O)), and y, = Id. Let ak - a,(O) = X/I,, Pk E M,,,(A [Xl). Then E(a,) = 
E(a(0)) E(XB,). Therefore, 
a = fi Eta,) = fi E(40)) EWP,) 
k=l k=l 
= kF, (YkE(xbk) r; ‘1. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. Let (Q, q) be a quadratic A-space. Let s E A be a non- 
nilpotent and 6 E EO(q @A,, h”), f or some n > 1. Let o(z) = GE(Za) a-‘, 
a E M,,,(A[Z]) (where m=rank Q) be an element of 
EO,l,,,(q@ A,[Z], h”). Then there exists a natural number N and a 
z E O(q @ A [Z] I h”) such that r(0) = Id and z, = o(s”Z). 
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Proof: Observe that GE(Za) 6-l is a matrix which is congruent to 
Id(mod(Z)). We verify for E(Za) = E,, below: 
InI z* 0 
. . 
Ez, = H-Y z* 0 
0 . . . 0 10 
z*..*z* z* 1 
with respect to the standard basis e; ,.,., e; of Q, and e, ,f,, e2,fi ,..., e,,,f,, of 
P@P*; where the *‘s in the above matrix denote certain matrices of the 
correct size. 
Thus, for large integer N, a(sNZ) can be regarded as an element 
p E O(q @ A [Z] l. h”) with p(O) = Id and p, = a(s”2). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let a-’ = n;=, ,?(a,), ak E M,,,(A,). Define 
up = nip: E(a,) E EO,,(ql @A,, h”) for 1 <p < r. 
Let e; ,..., e;, e,, f, ,..., e,, f,, be the standard basis for the form q 0 k. 
Let eij denote the standard basis for M,,,(k) w.r.t. this basis, i.e., eij is the 
matrix whose entries are all zero except for the (i,j)th entry, which is 1. 
Let a~‘=o,E(Zeij)u~‘EEO,r,,,(q,@A,[Z],h”), for 1 <p<r, 1 <i, 
j<m+2n. 
Since u;j(O) = Id, by Lemma 2.2.1, for large integer N, there exist 
s;j(Z) E O(q, @A [Z] I h”) with 7:j(O) = Id and 
c7;j), = +(pz) 
= up E(sNZeij) a; ’ for 1 < p < r, 1 < i, j < m + 2n. 
From the assumptions it follows that As’ + B = A for all t > 1. Hence we 
can write ak = sN/Ik + yk, with Pk E M,,,(A), yk E M,,,(B,), for 1 < k < r. 
Therefore, 
a -’ = kol E(q) = kfi, WNPk)WJ 
= ( cl (@(So&) 0;‘)) ( fi, W) 
u&(SNC(jJij e(j) ui ‘) ( 6, E(YJ) * 
Now take Y-’ = ni=l nl<i,j<m+2,, Tij((pk)ij) E O(q @A), and p-’ = 
FI;=l WJ E EO&, 9 h”). 
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In [ 191 Parimala has shown that in O,(q _L h) the subgroup O,(h) 
normalises the subgroup EO,(q, h). We do not know if in O,(q 1 h”), n >, 
dim(MaxA) + 1, the subgroup O,(h”) normalises the subgroup EO,(q, h”); 
but we can prove: 
BY EO,(q, h”) OW) we shall mean the subset (o, oZ 1 o, E EO,(q, h”), 
02 E O,@“)J of O,(q 1 h”). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (Q, q) be a diagonizable quadratic A-space. Let n > 
dim Max(A) + 1. Then 
O,(q I h”) = EO,(q, h”) O(h”). 
Proof. By induction on rank Q. Let (e, ,..., e,) be an orthogonal basis of 
q. Let a E O,(q 1 h”). By [23, Corollary 6.31 there exists p E EO(q, h”) such 
that /3ae, E H(P) = P @ P*. Let pole, = (0, x,, J,). Then &(x0) = q(e ,) = 
j(e,, e,) = unit. 
We show that there exists y E EO(q, h”) such that ye, = pee,. Induction 
then completes the proof. 
Clearly, we can find p: Q --) P* so that 
(e, , 0, 0) -2 (e,, O,fJ. 
Observe that E,(z, x,f) = (z - a*(f), x + a(z) - +aa *(f),f) for 
a:Q-+P. 
Choose an a: Q + P such that a(el) = 2x, (both e, and x0 are unimodular) 
and a(eJ = 0 for 2 < i < r. 
Claim. a*(&) = e,. 
This follows from (a*(&), ei) =fO 0 a(e,) = 2f0(x0) di,, 1 < i < r. Hence, 
Ue, T W,) = ((4 x0&>. 
3. REGULAR RINGS OF DIMENSION 2 
In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a regular ring of dimension 2 with l/2 E R. 
Then every quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,,]-space q with Witt(S) > 2, where “bar” 
denotes “modulo(T, ,..., T,,),” is extended from R. 
ProoJ We first prove the result for n = 1. 
By Quillen’s localisation principle we may assume that R is local with 
maximal ideal m = (x, y). 
Let q= (Q, I IH(R[T]‘),q, 1 h’). 
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By the quadratic analogue of Horrock’s theorem it is enough to show that 
q(T) 5 4 0 R(T). 
Consider the patching diagram: 
R(T), - Ph,, 
For convenience, we write B = R(T), A = R(g), s = y. 
By [23, Theorem 3.21 and Quillen’s localisation principle, q @ R,( T] is 
extended. Hence q@R,[T]rq@RRs[T], and so q(r)@B,rq@,B,. Let 
u be an isomorphism between q(r) @ B, and 4 @ B,. 
By Lemma 1.2, q@R[f]rqxR[f] provided 
The last isomorphism is due to Parimala’s result quoted above. Hence 
q(T) ae A N 4 OR A. Let r be an isomorphism q(T) Og A 2 4 OR A. 
Now UT-’ E OAs(ql -L h’). Since dimA, < 2, by Lemma 2.2, 
O&, 1 h*) = EO,+k 9 h*) O@*). 
Let ur-i = ap, a E EOAS(ql, h’), /3 E O(h*). By Proposition 2.1, a = 
al(a2)s, aI E~%~(q,,h*), a2 E %?@A). 
Therefore, or- ’ = a,(a2>,P = a,PW’(a2>,P>. 
Now a2 can be chosen “sufficiently deep.” This ensures that p- 1(a2)s p E 
O,(@. Let Y = P-‘(a,), P. 
Replacing cr by a ; ‘0, z by v’, we get ar - ’ = p E 0, Jh’). 
Let q2 correspond to the quadratic B-space given by (lH(P), p, IH(P)). Then 
q(T) 5 (q, @ B) -L q2. It is enough to prove that q2 is hyperbolic. 
The discriminant of q2 is locally trivial as the unique factorization domain 
B is integrally closed. Hence, by [2, Proposition 2.6.21, the discriminant of 
q2 is trivial. 
Since (q2)s is hyperbolic, the Witt invariant of q2 (= the class of the 
Clifford algebra of q2 in the Brauer group of B) is zero as by [ 1, 
Theorem 7.21 Br(B) --t Br(K) is injective. 
Thus, by the classification of rank 4 quadratic spaces given in [7, 
Theorem 4.61, q2 is the norm form of M,(B), which is IH(B*). 
Hence, q(T) N 4 @ B. 
The theorem for R[T, ,..., Z’,,] is proved by induction on the number of 
variables. Since R(T,) is regular of dimension 2, q@R(T,)[T,,..., 7’,] is 
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extended from q(T,)/(T,,..., T,) = (q/(T,,..., T,,))(T,) over R(T,). But 
q/V-z ,...v T,) is extended from R. Hence, there is a monicfE R [ T,] such that 
qr is extended from R. By the quadratic analogue of Horrock’s theorem, q is 
extended from R [T,,..., T,]. Induction prevails. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (A) Let R be a regular local ring of dimension 2. 
Then every quadratic R [T, ,..., T,,]-space with Witt(q) > 2 is “cancellative,” 
i.e., q I q, 5 q’ I q implies q 5 q’. 
(B) Let R be a regular ring of dimension 2. Then every quadratic 
R [T, ,..., T,,]-space with Witt(q) > 3 is cancellative. 
COROLLARY 3.3. (A) Let R be as in Corollary 3.2(A). Let q be a 
quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,]-space with Witt(q) > 3. Then OR,T,,,.,,T,I(q) acts 
transitively on 
(i) non-singular elements of equal norm, 
(ii) hyperbolic planes in q. 
(B) Let R be as in Corollary 3.2(B), and q a quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,]- 
space with Witt(q) > 4. Then OR,T,,,.,,T,l(q) acts transitively as above. 
4. REGULAR RINGS OF DIMENSION 3 
In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a regular ring of dimension 3, with 112 E R. 
Then every quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,,]-space q with Witt(q) > 3, where “bar” 
denotes “modulo(T, ,..., T,,),” is extended from R. 
Proof As in the previous section we can reduce to the case when n = 1, 
and R local with maximal ideal m = (x, y, z). Moreover, we need show that 
q(T)rq@R(T). Letq=q,Ih3. 
Consider the patching diagram: 
R(T) - R(i) 
I I 
For convenience, we write B = R(T), A = R (b, s = z. As in the previous 
section, only appealing to Theorem 3.1 in place of Parimala’s theorem for 
dimension 1 rings, we conclude that q(T) 7 (q, @A) I qz, where qz is a B- 
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space defined by the triple (IH(Bj),P, IH(A3)), for some /? E O,(h”). We 
prove that q2 is hyperbolic. For this we appeal to the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (N, q) be a quadratic B-space, where B is a regular 
domain of dimension 3 with K,,(B) = Z. Let l/2 E B, and K = quotient field 
of B. Suppose that q @ K is hyperbolic of rank 3. Then q is hyperbolic of 
rank 3. 
ProoJ The discriminant of (N, q) is locally trivial because B is integrally 
closed. Hence by a result of Bass [2, Proposition 2.6.21 the discriminant of 
(N, q) is trivial. Hence N is represented by an element [NJ of the &ale 
cohomology set H:,(Spec B, SO,). To simplify notations we write H’(G) 
instead of Hi,(Spec B, G). 
We have the following standard sequences, which since l/2 E B, are exact 
in the &ale topology on Spec B: 
l+pu,+Spin,+SO,+ 1 (‘1 
l-+~,-+G,+G,+l. (2) 
Identifying H’(G,) with Pit B, and HI@,) with Discr (B), the 
cohomology exact sequence of (2) takes the form 
1 + pu,(E) - B * -1, B * L Discr(B) -% Pit B A Pit B 
--) HZ@,) ---) H*(G,) -5 H2(G,) ---t ... 
where g[L, P] = [L], and for uE B*, f(u)=(u)= [A, #,I, where 
4,(x, y) = uxy (see [ 2, Proposition 2.1 I). 
The spin representation gives a canonical isomorphism Spin, 2; SL,. 
Hence the cohomology exact sequence of (1) takes the form 
. . . - Pit B + H’(SLJ + H’(S0,) + HZ&). 
Concentrate on the diagram: 
H’(SL,) - 
Pit B 
2 
PibB 
I 
t H’(S0,) - HZ@,) 
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Since q@ K is hyperbolic, and the homomorphism of Brauer groups 
Br(B) -+ Br(K) is injective by [ 1, Theorem 7.21, [N] maps to zero in H’(G,) 
and so is in the image of Pit B. Since A6N is free, A6N is in the image of 
Pit B. Thus, [NJ is in the image of H’(SL,). This means that N is of the 
form (A2B4),, i.e., the quadratic form in A2B4 is given by (x,y) = @(xAy), 
where (d is an isomorphism A4N r B. But, as observed by Ojanguren in [ 16, 
Theorem 91, the obvious map (/i *(B3 0 B)), --) IH(B3) is an isometry. 
Remark. Instead of appealing to the result of [7] classifying rank 4 
quadratic spaces, we can complete the proof in the dimension 2 case using 
&ale cohomology as above. We prove q2 is hyperbolic. Since discriminant of 
q2 is trivial, q2 is represented by an element q2 of the itale cohomology set 
H’(Spec B, SO,). Arguing as above, we conclude that q2 is in the image of 
H’(Spin,). The spin representation gives a canonical isomorphism Spin, r 
SL, x SL,. We conclude that qr is hyperbolic as H’(SL, X SL,) = 1, for 
[ 12, Proposition 21 says that H’(SL,) = 1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. (A) Let R be a regular local ring of dimension 3. 
Then every quadratic R [T, ,..., TJ-space q with Witt(q) > 3 is cancellative. 
(B) Let R be a regular ring of dimension 3. Then every quadratic 
R IT, ,..., T,,]-space q with Witt(q) > 4 is cancellative. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (A) Let R be as in Corollary 4.3(A). Let q be a 
quadratic R [T, ,..., T,j-space with Witt(q) > 4. Then OR(T,,....r.nl(q) acts 
transitively on 
(9 non-singular elements of equal norm, 
(ii) hyperbolic planes in q. 
(B) Let R be as in Corollary4.3(B) and q a quadratic RIT,,..., T,]- 
space with Witt(q) > 5. Then ORITl ,..., T,,(q) acts transitively as above. 
5. REGULAR k-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a regular k-spot with infinite residue fteld of 
dimension d > 2. Then every quadratic space q over R[T, ,..., T,] with 
Witt(q) > dim R, where “bar” denotes “modulo(T, ,..., T,,,),” is extendedfrom 
R. 
Proof We first prove the result for m = 1. 
We may either resort to the S&in-Kopeiko theorem and prove the above 
theorem directly (as the proof below will show), or avoid the Suslin-Kopeiko 
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theorem and resort to induction on dim R, via Quillen’s localisation prin- 
ciple. In this case, induction begins with Theorem 3.1. Assume d > 2. 
Let q(T) denote the extension of q to R(T), i.e., q(T) = q @R,Tl R(T). Let 
q= (Q,, I IH(P), q, I hmo), m, > n = dim R. Observe that if Q, = 0, then we 
are reduced to the situation in Proposition 1.3; so let Q, # 0. 
By the quadratic analogue of Horrocks theorem (see [ 19, Theorem 2.1 I), 
it is enough to show that q(T) r qaRtTl R(T). We proceed to show this. 
Consider the patching diagram: 
R(T) - R(S) 
I I 
WL” - (R( h, 
Here R( ?) denotes the (.x,)-adic completion of R(T), where x, is a regular 
parameter of R. For convenience, we write B = R(T), A = R( s), s = x,. 
Now q @ R,[T] = qs has Witt(q$) > n > dim Rfn. Hence by a result of 
Suslin and Kopeiko (see [26, Theorem 7.10]), qs 1s extended from R,; i.e., 
from qs = (q),. Thus q @ R,[ T] r 4 OR R,[ T]. Extend to an isomorphism 
4 OR[TI B, ~4 OR B,. Let u be an isomorphism q(T) ORcTj B, r S OR B, . 
By Lemma 1.2, to show that q ORIT R[i$ r 40R R[i$, it is enough 
to prove that q ORIT, R/(s)[T] r S OR R/(s)[ T]. But, by induction, q ORLTl 
RI@)[Tl T (9 OR,Tl R/(s)) 0 W)[Tl r d/(s) Oww R/WE T-C 
qc% RI@)[Tl. I-I ence we can select an isomorphism 7: q @ R[ f] 5 
q@R[&. Note that qORIrlA =qOnrrlR[+] ORIT,A, and q(T)O,A = 
4 ORU-I A = (qORITl R(T))@,,,, A. Thus, we can extend z to an 
isomorphism, which we persist in calling 7, between q(T) @A and 4 @A. 
Now u7-1 E O,,(o OR A,). By Lemma 2.2, OA5(4 @ A,) = EOAS(q, , h”“) 
O(h”‘O). (Note that since R is local, 4 is diagonizable.) 
Let u7c1 = a/?, a E EOAS(q, hmO), ,8 E O(hmo). By Proposition 2.1, 
a=al(a2)s, aI E~%,(q~,h~~)~ a2E WOA). 
Therefore 07-l = al(a2),P = aJV’(a2>,P). 
Now a2 can be chosen “sufficiently deep,” i.e., for a large integer M, 
a2 z Id (mod(s”)). 
But then P-‘(a2), p E O,(q, l. hmo)! 
Let y=P-‘(a,),P. 
Now 07-l = al&, y E O,(q, I h”o), a, E EOBr(q,, hmo), /3 E O(hmo).’ 
Hence, on replacing o by a; ‘u, and 7 by y - ‘7, we get u7-1 = j? E OA,(hmo). 
The triple (IH(P), /I, IH(P)) corresponds to a quadratic space q2 over B. 
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(q, @ B) I q2 corresponds to the triple ((q, @ B,) I IH(P), Id I P, 
(410 A) 1 IV)), which we have just shown to be isomorphic to- 
(q(T), Id, q(T)), and so corresponds to q(T). 
Thus, q(T) z (sl 0 B) I qz. 
We prove that qz is hyperbolic of rank m,. 
This will follow from the following more general proposition 
below-Proposition 5.2. 
Granting this for the moment, we complete the proof of the theorem. 
We induct on m = the number of variables. 
If q 0 R(T,)[T,,..., 7’,,,] is extended from R, then by the quadratic 
analogue of Horrock’s theorem, q is extended from R [T, ,..., T,]; and hence 
by induction, from R. 
Via Quillen’s localisation principle, induction says that q is extended from 
R(T,h Consequently, it must extend from q(T,)/(T* ,..., T,) = 
[q/(Tz ,..., T,)](T,). By above, q/(T,,..., T,,,) = 40 R[T,]. Hence, 
q 0 R(T,)[T,,..., T,,,] is extended from S@ R(T,), i.e., from R. 
Let us now go on to the interesting Proposition 5.2, whose roots lie in a 
theorem of Ojanguren (see [ 15, Theorem 21). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let R be a regular k-spot with an infinite residue 
field, and let A = R(T). Let KA = quotient field of A. Then the canonical map 
between Witt rings W(A)+ W(K,) is injective. 
Moreover, if q is a quadratic A-space with q @ K, hyperbolic of rank > 2, 
then q is hyperbolic. 
ProoJ: We shall apply the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3 [13, PROPOSITION 1.111. Let C = B[X,,...,X,]. Then every 
ideal I of C of height 22 contains a non-zero homogeneous polynomial in C. 
(Geometrically, this says that every variety in k” whose codimension is at 
least two is contained in a cone.) 
By Lemma 5.3 it follows that if B is regular and S denotes the 
multiplicatively closed set of all non-zero homogeneous polynomials in C, 
then S’B is a P.I.D. 
As in Proposition 1.3, by Swan’s argument, we may assume that k is 
perfect. 
Let q be a quadratic A-space such that q @ KA is hyperbolic. Let L be the 
quotient field of R, and S’ = R - {O}. Then S’ -‘A is a localisation of L[ T], 
and hence a P.I.D. 
By a well-known theorem of Milnor, q @ S’- ‘A is stably hyperbolic. By 
Parimala’s theorem (see [20, Theorem l]), q @ S’-‘A is hyperbolic. Hence 
for some s’ E S’, qs, is hyperbolic. 
By Ojanguren’s observation there exists a Lindel subring C 2 
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K[X, ?*.a) xnl~&Y,),x, ,...) X”) of R such that some associate in R of s’, say, s, 
belongs to C and is such that C/Cs 7 R/Rs. 
Patch q on A(T), and a suitable hyperbolic space over C(T), , via an 
isomorphism over A(T),, to yield an extension of q (call it q still) from C(T). 
We show that q is stably hyperbolic. 
We regard C(T) as ~[~I,...,~n+ll~w~X,~,...,X,.X,+,~l~~~Il, where 
X n+, = T-‘. 
We prove the result by induction on n: For n = 1, it is the above- 
mentioned Milnor’s theorem. So let n > 1. 
Let S denote the non-zero homogeneous polynomials in X2,..., X,+ , . By 
Lemma 5.3, S-‘C(T) is a localisation of a polynomial extension of a P.I.D., 
and hence is a regular domain of dimension <2. 
Hence by [ 16, Theorem lo], q @ S-‘C(T) is stably hyperbolic. Therefore, 
there exists a form fe S such that qf is stably hyperbolic. Adding a suitable 
hyperbolic space we may assume that qf is actually hyperbolic. 
Since K is infinite, we may apply a homogeneous change of co-ordinates 
oftheformXi-,Xi+aiX,+,,2~i~n,X,+,c,X,+,,forsuitableaiEK,i 
and assume that f(O,..., 0, 1) # 0; i.e.,f is up to a unit a manic polynomial in 
X ,,+ i . We may safely assume that f is a manic polynomial in X, + , . 
Hence, by Section l(A), Example 4, we have a patching diagram: 
Let B=KIXI,...,Xnl~c(x,),xz,....x,), and A=KIXI,...,X,+Il~~~x,),X~....,X,~+I~ 
[Xi,! ,] below: 
Since qf is hyperbolic we can extend q from B[Xz: 1]. 
We now extend q from B[X,;‘,] by an argument of Swan [27, 
Lemma 1.31. 
;;ce&,+ll f = m, f = Xi’+ I g, g E B [Xi: 1 I. 
PI+1 and g are coprime in B[X;,! 1], Spec B[X;i 1] = 0(X;: ,) U 
Spec(W;i 1 9 l/d). 
Patch q over B[Xi,! ,] and a suitable hyperbolic space over B[X;l,, l/g], 
to extend q to Spec B[X,;‘,]. Note that q is still hyperbolic. 
We show that q over B[X;+‘,] is hyperbolic: 
Since K is infInite, for some A E K, g(X, ,..., X,, A) # 0. Therefore, as qg is 
hyperbolic, so is qgcl), where “bar” denotes “modulo(X;,! i - A).” 
By Ojanguren’s theorem that W(B)+ W@(B)) is injective, where Q(B) 
denotes the quotient field of B, we get that 4 is stably hyperbolic. But then 
by Witt’s cancellation theorem, 4 is hyperbolic. 
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Regarding B[X;l r] as B[X;i, + A], we can conclude from 
Proposition 1.3 that q itself is hyperbolic. 
Finally, we prove the last remark in the statement of Proposition 5.2. 
Let q @ K, be hyperbolic of rank > 2. 
In the above proof we have shown that q is stably extended from a hyper- 
bolic space over B[X;+‘r]. However, if Witt(q @ KA) > 2, then the above 
proof shows that q is actually extended from a hyperbolic space over 
B[X;i,]: For q @ S-‘C(T) is stably hyperbolic, in the above notation; so 
let q @ S-‘C(T) I h’ 7 hf+m, m > 2 = dim S-‘C(T). Hence, by Roy’s 
cancellation theorem [23, Theorem 7.21, q @ S-‘C(T) 5 h”. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.1 we deduce: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be a regular ring of essentially finite type over 
an infinite fteld k of krull dimension d > 2, and q be a quadratic 
R [T, ,..., T,,,]-space with Witt(q) > dim R. Then q is extended from R. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let R be a k-algebra over a jMte field k, and let 
p E Spec R be a non-maximal regular prime ideal. Let A = R, have 
dimension n. Then any quadratic A[ T, ,..., T,,,]-space q with Witt(q) > n is 
extended .from A. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let R be a regular k-algebra over a fmite field k, and 
let A be a localisation of R with dim A < dim R. Then any quadratic 
A IT, ,..., T,,,]-space q with Witt(q) 2 max{ 1, dim A} is extended from A. 
One can also deduce the following consequence; however, this follows 
from the Suslin-Kopeiko theorem too. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let R be a regular k-algebra over afinitefield k. Let q 
be a quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,,,]-space with Witt(q) > max( 1, dim R }. Then q, is 
extended from R, for all but at most finitely many maximal ideals of R. 
Proof Let J = J(R, q) denote the “Quillen ideal” of q, i.e., J = {r E R 1 q,. 
is extended from R}. J is an ideal by the Quillen localisation principle. By 
Corollary 5.5, R/J is zero-dimensional, and so J is contained in at most 
finitely many maximal ideals. 
COROLLARY 5.8. (A) Let R be a regular k-spot with an infinite residue 
field. Let q be a quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,]-space with Witt(q) > max{ 1, dim R }. 
Then q is cancellative. 
(B) Let R be a regular ring of essentially jinite type over an infinite 
field k of characteristic 22. Let q be a quadratic R [T, ,..., TM]-space with 
Witt(q/(T, ,..., T,)) > dim R + 1. Then q is cancellative. 
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COROLLARY 5.9. (A) Let R be as in Corollary 5.8(A). Let q be a 
quadratic R [T, ,..., T,]-space with Witt(q/(T, ,..., T,)) > dim R + 1. Then 
OR,* ,,,.., r,,(q) acts transitively on 
(i) non-singular elements of equal norm, and 
(ii) the set of hyperbolic planes in q. 
(B) Let R be as in Corollary 5.8(B). Let q be a quadratic 
R [T, ,..., T,]-space with Witt(q/(T, ,..., T,)) > dim R + 2. Then 
0 R,T, ,. ., ,T,l(q) acts transitively as in (A) above. 
Proof: We only sketch a proof of (A). 
Statement (ii) follows from statement (i) by standard arguments as in [23, 
Theorem 7.2(ii)]. 
Let q/(T, ,..., T,,,) = q1 1 h”. 
We prove statement (i) induction on m. q is given by a non-singular 
symmetric matrix over R with respect o the standard basis of q, 1 h”. We 
show that a non-singular element w = w(T, ,..., T,) can be mapped to 
w(O,..., 0). We may assume that w(O,..., 0) is part of the standard basis for 
h”. 
But Rw(0 ,..., O)@R[T, ,..., T,,,]rR[T ,,..., Tm]w, and since 
(R [T, ,..., T,,,] w>’ is extended by Theorem 5.1, we conclude that 
(R w(0 ,..., 0))” @ R [T, ,,.., T,] 3 (R [ T, ,..., T,,,] w)‘. 
Note added in proof: 1. Theorem 3.1 has been strengthened by Parimala in [ 21 I-she 
only needs q to be isotropic to conclude that it is extended. Her arguments do not use any 
cohomological methods. 
2. Some remarks on Proposition 5.2. 
(i) Its proof can be simplified after extending q from C(T) and finding a form 
fE k[X*,...,X,+,] such that q, is hyperbolic. Since X,, i is a unit, we may assume that 
X,+,kf: Let f=f, +Xnilf2 with 0 #f, E k[X,,..., X,]. Since k is infmite we may change 
variables X,,..., X, homogeneously to ensure that f, is manic in X,. Sincefis homogeneous, 
this change of variables will also make it manic in X,. 
One can now construct a suitable patching diagram and argue by induction on n, via 
Proposition 1.3. 
(ii) By (i) it is clear that Proposition 5.2 is independent of [ 15, Theorem 21. In fact, the 
arguments here provide a different proof of it. Conversely, Ojanguren’s arguments in [ 151 
yield a different proof of Proposition 5.2. 
(iii) By a refinement of Example 4 (see 122, Lemma 3.6]), or by Ojanguren’s arguments 
in [ 151, we can improve the last statement in Proposition 5.2 to: 
“If q is a quadratic A-module with q @ KA hyperbolic, then q is hyperbolic.” 
(iv) By (iii) we are able to cover the case when dim R = 2 in Theorem 5.1 without 
resorting to cohomological arguments. 
(v) Let R be a regular k-spot with infinite residue lield, and f be a regular parameter of 
R. The Proposition 5.2 implies that W(R,) + W(K) is injective, where K is the quotient field of 
R. Moreover, if q is a quadratic R,space and q @ K is hyperbolic, then q is hyperbolic. (See 
(4, Theorem 21, or [ 13, Theorem 2.81.) 
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3. Due to a recent work of Parimala (see “Cancellation of Quadratic Forms over 
Polynomial Rings,” preprint), we have been able to remove the restriction of the residue field 
being infinite, in Theorem 5.1. This will come in a forthcoming publication: “Extendability of 
Quadratic Modules with Sufficient Witt Index, II” (in preparation). 
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